Software pipelining methods based on an ILP (integer linear programming) framework have been successfully applied to derive rate-optimal schedules under resource constraints. However, like many other previous works on software pipelining, ILP-based work has focused on resource constraints of simple function units, e.g., "clean pipelines"-pipelines without structural hazards. The problem for architectures beyond such clean pipelines remains open. One challenge is how to represent such resource constraints for unclean pipelines, i.e., pipelined function units, but having structural hazards.
Software pipelining methods based on an ILP (integer linear programming) framework have been successfully applied to derive rate-optimal schedules under resource constraints. However, like many other previous works on software pipelining, ILP-based work has focused on resource constraints of simple function units, e.g., "clean pipelines"-pipelines without structural hazards. The problem for architectures beyond such clean pipelines remains open. One challenge is how to represent such resource constraints for unclean pipelines, i.e., pipelined function units, but having structural hazards.
In this paper, we propose a method to construct rate-optimal software pipelined schedules for pipelined architectures with structural hazards. A distinct feature of this work is that it provides a unified ILP framework for two challenging and interrelated aspects of software pipelining-the scheduling of instructions at particular times and the mapping of those instructions to specific function units. Solving both of these aspects is essential to finding schedules which will work both on VLIW machines which map instructions to fixed function units and on dynamic out-of-order superscalars. We propose two ILP formulations to solve the integrated scheduling and mapping problem. Both adopt principles of graph
INTRODUCTION
Software pipelining overlaps operations from different loop iterations in an attempt to fully exploit instruction level parallelism. To be successful on real machines, the function unit constraints of those machines must be taken into account. A variety of heuristicbased software pipelining algorithms [1, 2, 7, 11, 16, 18, 20-22, 24, 26, 33, 35, 36] have been proposed which operate under resource constraints. An excellent survey of these algorithms can be found in [25] . More recently, integer linear programming (ILP)-based approaches for finding an optimal periodic schedule on machines with simple resource usage have been proposed [8, 12, 13] . Optimal enumeration-based methods have also been proposed [4, 34] .
Real machines sometimes have function units with structural hazards, that is function units which reuse one or more stages of their pipelines during execution of an instruction. Because of the difficulty in modeling such pipelines, schedulers sometimes assume that no pipelining is possible, thus significantly reducing the throughput of the machine. For example, this often happens with divide. Were a good scheduling model available for such pipelines, more such function units might be designed with hazards: designing function units with structural hazards often allows them to be smaller. The architect is then left with the choice of having many slower function units versus fewer faster ones.
Despite significant progress in resource-constrained software pipelining with clean pipelines, i.e., pipelines with no structural hazards, finding optimal schedules for unclean pipelines has remained open. The problem is further complicated if the target machine is a VLIW (or has a VLIW microarchitecture). Such machines often associate opcodes positions in the instruction word with particular function units. In such cases, it is essential not only that the proper number of function units be available, but that the particular function units needed by each operation be available. In the software pipelined version of a loop, this in turn requires that operations execute on the same function unit in each iteration. We illustrate these points with an example in Section 3.
The main contributions of this paper come in addressing the problem of scheduling for function units with hazards and scheduling for machines requiring a fixed mapping of instructions to function units:
• We propose two ways in which earlier integer programming approaches can be modified to simultaneously deal with structural hazards and the fixed mapping require-ment. The first such approach models individual pipeline stages in a straightforward fashion. The second adapts theory developed for hardware pipelines, so as to model only the function units and thus results in improved efficiency.
• Both methods make use of the fact that the mapping constraint is an instance of the circular-arc graph coloring problem [15] and can be represented by integer linear constraints and smoothly integrated in the overall ILP framework.
• We have implemented two variants of both methods and have performed tests on 415 unique loops from a variety of standard benchmarks: SPEC92, the NAS kernels, linpack, and the livermore loops. Our experiments were conducted for two target arhitectures whose function units contain moderate to high degree structural hazards. All four of our variations did well, with the best finding a rate-optimal schedule for 65% of the loops. This compares favorably with a leading heuristic, Huff's Slack Schedulingour ILP approaches found a schedule with smaller initiation interval for over 50% of the loops, with a mean improvement of almost 30%.
• We found that reusing pipeline stages-and thus adding hazards-results in only a 10% drop in performance, while permitting significant savings in area. Alternatively, their smaller size could allow more such function units, thus boosting performance.
Register constraints can also be integrated in this framework as demonstrated in [4, 7, 12, 22] . A variety of techniques have been proposed which essentially convert loops with conditionals into basic blocks. Among these are if-conversion [3] , hierarchical reduction [20] , and trace scheduling [9] . The output of any of these techniques can be used as input to our proposed framework. However, as both register constraints and conditionals are orthogonal to the main thrust of our work, we do not dwell further upon them.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 3 we use examples to motivate our approach to the scheduling and mapping approach for unclean pipelines. Section 4 provides a brief review of earlier work which used an ILP framework to software pipeline loops for target architectures with clean pipelines. It then proposes extensions to that framework so as to handle structural hazards. Finally it shows how the mapping problem can be solved by introducing coloring into the ILP formulation. Section 5 introduces an alternative mechanism for software pipelining in the presence of hazards. As mentioned earlier, this alternative uses theory developed for hardware pipeline control. Experimental results using 415 unique loop kernels are reported in Section 6. These results not only contrast our two proposed alternatives, but provide a comparison to Slack Scheduling as well. We survey related work in Section 7 and conclude in Section 8.
BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
Software pipelining has been proposed as an efficient method for loop scheduling for high-performance VLIW and superscalar architectures. Software pipelining derives a static parallel schedule-a periodic pattern-that overlaps instructions from different iterations of a loop body. The performance of a software-pipelined schedule is measured by the initiation rate of successive iterations.
The problem of finding, under resource constraints, an optimal schedule (i.e., with the fastest possible or "rate-optimal" initiation rate) is NP-hard. Various heuristic solution methods [11, 18, 28, 35] have been proposed to solve the problem efficiently. In this paper, we are interested in solution methods based on ILP. In contrast to heuristic scheduling algorithms which find approximate (or suboptimal) solutions, ILP methods are based on a formulation where an objective optimality function is specified.
Since finding an optimal schedule is NP-hard, it is of course also true that finding an optimal solution to an ILP problem is NP-Hard. Hence the use of such a method in a practical compiler may be questioned. However, we feel that a clearly stated optimality objective in the problem formulation is important. A given loop is likely to have many good schedules from which to choose, and optimality criteria are essential to guide the selection of the best ones. It is also useful to compiler designers to establish an optimal bound using our ILP-based methods so as to compare and improve their heuristic methods of software pipelining [30] . Furthermore, such an approach can be provided as a compiler option for those users who want to explore the best possible schedules for their (performance-critical) code on a given machine even if this may mean a substantially longer compile time. Likewise, such an approach can be useful in hardware synthesis where the one-time cost of finding an optimal schedule is borne over many chips and uses of those chips. Finally, a large number of loop bodies are repeated in many programs. For example, the 415 unique loops on which we report here were culled from 1008 total loops. This being the case, it may be feasible to maintain a database of loops and their optimal schedules and make use of that in practical compilers.
We note that significant progress has been made in developing efficient ILP algorithms. We believe that ILP methods for software pipelining should take advantage of such developments and further improve their performance. In particular, analyzing the structure of the constraints in the ILP approach to the software pipelining problem appears to be an important direction to pursue, although it is beyond the scope of this paper.
In the rest of this paper, we discuss how handle hardware pipelines with structural hazards can be handled in an ILP framework.
SCHEDULING PIPELINES WITH STRUCTURAL HAZARDS: BASICS
In this section, we highlight the issues encountered in formulating the software pipelining problem in the presence of structural hazards. A structural hazard is caused by one or more stages of the pipeline being used at multiple times during the execution of an instruction. For example, a shifter may be used to normalize inputs at the start of a floating point divide and be reused again at the end of the divide to normalize the output.
Motivating Example
We use the simple example loop in Fig. 1 as a running example throughout. Both C language and instruction level representations are given in Fig. 1b while the data dependence graph (DDG) is depicted in Fig. 1a . Note that vr33 is the loop index, while vr32 is the loop invariant size of each element in the array being accessed.
In this paper we focus on modulo scheduling, which, given a loop, tries to find a software pipelined schedule with a fixed initiation interval II, i.e., a schedule which initiates a new loop iteration every II cycles. Given a fixed II, we can express in linear form, the time at which instruction x executes in each iteration j: The value of t x is constant and reflects that time at which instruction x first executes. The reciprocal of II is the initiation rate of the schedule. For more background information on linear scheduling, readers are referred to the survey paper by Rau and Fisher [25] . Clearly, the smaller the initiation interval II, the better the schedule.
Luckily there are lower bounds for II that turn out to be quite tight in practice. Modulo scheduling normally begins by trying to find a schedule at the lower bound value of II. If no schedule is found-either because none exists or because the modulo scheduling heuristic failed to find it-II is incremented by one. This continues until a schedule is found. How then is a lower bound for II obtained? In two steps [5, 18, 20, 25, 26 ]:
1. Loop-carried dependences (or recurrences) yield one lower bound, RecMII, on II. The value of RecMII is determined by the critical (dependence) cycle(s) in the loop [29] . Specifically RecMII = sum of instruction execution times sum of dependence distances along the critical cycle(s). For the DDG in Fig. 1a , RecMII = 3 corresponding to the self loop at instruction i 2 . Instruction i 2 , a Multiply, has latency 3, and the single dot on the arc indicates that the value produced in this iteration is used in the immediately following iteration for a dependence distance of 1. 2. Another lower bound ResMII on II is enforced by resource constraints. Consider an architecture consisting of three integer units with a latency 1, two FP units with a latency 3, and two load/store unit with a latency 3. Further, assume that the FP and load/store units have structural hazards. In order to make the discussion simple, assume both the FP unit and the load/store unit to be 3-stage pipelines with the following simple reservation tables [19] :
Reservation 
where the maximum is taken over all function unit types r. In our example the ResMII bound is given by both the FP unit and the load/store unit. That is,
A lower bound on the initiation interval MII is the maximum of ResMII and RecMII. However there may or may not exist a schedule with a period MII satisfying the given resource constraints. II min (real-minimum-II) is the minimum period for which a schedule exists. Compare II min to II act (or simply II) which is used to denote the initiation interval for which a schedule was actually found by the scheduling method. In short,
A better initiation rate for the loop may be obtained by unrolling the loop a number of times. In such cases, the user may elect to unroll the loop prior to software pipelining. However for a fixed amount of unrolling, a schedule with initiation interval II min is indeed optimal. Finally, we observe that most modern architectures have a separate branch unit which can function in parallel with other units. Since we are dealing with single basic block loops, unrolling is not necessary to minimize the overhead due to looping control.
Consider Schedule A in Table 1 for the DDG in Fig. 1a . The schedule is obtained from the linear schedule form II · i + t s , with II = 3, t i 0 = 0, t i1 = 1, t i 2 = 4, t i 3 = 8, t i 4 = 12, and t i 5 = 15. Table 1 shows when an operation is initiated. 
The resource requirement for a software pipelined schedule is modeled using the modulo reservation table (MRT) [18, 25, 28] where each stage of a function unit with structural hazard needs to be modeled as a resource. The MRT corresponding to the stages of the FP Multiply Unit is depicted in Table 2 .
In order to verify that Schedule A satisfies the resource constraints, we need to check the resource requirement for each type of function unit. We concentrate only on the repetitive pattern since the resource requirement in the prolog and epilog is less than for any periodic pattern. Further, we concentrate only on the FP unit. The requirements for integer and load/store units can be estimated in a similar fashion. The resource usage for each stage of the FP unit can be derived from Table 1 and the corresponding rows in the FP reservation table. For example, in stage 2 of Table 2 , the i 2 entry denotes the fact that i 2 from iteration 4 is using stage 2 at time step 17 (or equivalently time step 2 in the repetitive pattern).
Note that there is no overlap in the usage of stages 1 and 2 of the FP pipeline. However, stage 3 is used at most by two instructions in each time step. Since there are 2 FP units it looks like this is a valid schedule. However, as noted in the Introduction, some architectures or microarchitectures require a fixed mapping of operations to function units. For such architectures Schedule A has a problem. To illustrate the problem, assume The second difficulty in instruction scheduling for function units with structural hazards is somewhat subtle and arises because an instruction executes exclusively on one pipeline. Architectures having completely pipelined or nonpipelined function units do not face the problem.
Consider of the number of FP add units needed can be obtained by adding the columns of the resource usage table of each stage. The shifter is used by at most three operations at any given time (at offset 4), while the adder is also used by at most three operations (at offset 0). The question now is, can a schedule with resource usage as depicted in Fig. 2 be supported with three FP add units? In other words, can instructions W, X, Y, and Z share resources in such way that three FP add units suffice?
Interference graphs can be used to identify which instructions cannot share the same resource. Figure 2 depicts interference graphs for both the shifter and adder stages. As is clear from the resource usage table, instruction X interferes with instruction Z at offset 2 and with instruction W at offset 4. Thus the interference graph for the shifter contains an edge XZ and an edge XW. Although X and Y never use the shifter at the same offset, they both use the adder at offset 0 resulting in edge XY in the adder interference graph. Since the interferences from both stages must be observed, a new interference graph must be created containing all the edges from interference graphs of the individual stages. This new interference graph, the combined interference graph, is also depicted in Fig. 2 . Clearly, every instruction interferes with every other instruction, and as a consequence, four FP add units would be needed for this schedule.
The two problems just outlined illustrate that in order to obey fixed function unit assignment-that a single instruction uses stages from the same function unit as well as uses the same function unit in all iterations-a scheduler must simultaneously solve both the scheduling problem (when instructions are initiated) and the mapping problem (to which function unit instructions are assigned). This paper introduces two approaches, both of which perform the required scheduling and mapping. Furthermore, both do so optimally. Formally, Problem 1. Given a DDG and an architecture with structural hazards, construct a schedule that has the shortest initiation interval, using only the available resources and mapping each instruction x to the same function unit FU(x) in every iteration.
Our Approach
One important observation we have made is to identify the function unit assignment problem as a circular-arc coloring problem [15] . Thus we formulate the mapping problem as a graph coloring problem using integer linear constraints. The resource constraints in the scheduling problem can be expressed in two different ways. The first approach extends our earlier work on expressing resource constraints for simple resource usage (for pipelined function units) [13] and models resource requirements using resource usage tables.
The second approach uses a more elegant formulation for resource constraints, borrowing ideas from classical pipeline theory. To be precise, it makes use of the notion of forbidden and permissible latencies in modeling resource usage. Using them models different stages of a pipeline unit as a single resource. This is in contrast to most of the existing heuristic-based software pipelining methods [2, 11, 16, 18, 20, 21, 25, 26, 28, 35, 36] which model different stages of a pipeline as different resources. It should be noted here that it is the formulation of the mapping problem that has facilitated the use of forbidden latencies for formulating the rate-optimal scheduling problem.
Next in Sections 4 and 5 we develop the two formulations.
FORMULATION 1: DIRECT SCHEDULING
In this section we develop our first formulation. This formulation builds on our earlier work for clean pipelines [13] . For clarity of exposition, details of the earlier formulation are briefly reviewed in Section 4.1. Section 4.2 then describes the scheduling portion of our first approach. Section 4.3 discusses how this approach is modified to guarantee a fixed mapping of instructions to function units. Combining the constraints from Sections 4.2 and 4.3 yields a unified formulation for scheduling and mapping.
ILP Formulation for Clean Execution Units
We now briefly review our earlier work on ILP scheduling formulations for clean pipelines [13] .
As outlined in Section 3, our ILP scheduling is a form of modulo scheduling. Beginning with II = MII, we attempt to find a schedule for a fixed initiation interval II. If the ILP solver finds no such schedule at II, there is no such schedule and II is incremented by 1. This process continues until a schedule is found-in practice at or very close to MII. Since II is constant at each attempt, the time at which each operation executes has the linear form j · II + t x , where j is the iteration number, 0, 1, 2, . . . , and t x is the time at which instruction x executes in iteration 0 of the loop. The values t x are chosen such that the data dependences from the DDG are satisfied. In particular for each dependence edge, x y in the DDG, Reiter showed that the following linear constraint on t x values must hold,
where d x is the latency of instruction x and m x y is the number of iterations separating x and its consumer instruction y. (m x y = 0 for most edges in most DDGs.) In order to represent resource constraints in a linear form, our earlier work defined a pair of values k x and o x for each t x , such that
where o x is an integer offset 0 ≤ o x < II. All instructions with the same offset value o x begin execution at the same time. For clean pipelines, the goal was to make sure that no more instructions began at once than existed function units on which to execute. To this end, our previous work expressed each o x in terms of a set of 0-1 integer variables a τ, x :
The variables a τ, x were 1 if and only if instruction x was scheduled to begin at time step τ in the steady-state repetitive pattern of the loop. Otherwise a t, x = 0. Since each instruction x must be scheduled for execution at exactly one time τ in the repetitive pattern, we obtained the condition for all instructions x in the loop:
By replacing o x in Eq. (2) with the right side of Eq. (3), the times t x can be expressed in terms of k x and the a τ, x variables. When all instructions x in the loop are considered, this yields the matrix equation:
where and are N -element vectors, is a II × N matrix, and N is the number of instructions in the loop. That is,
Each row in the matrix represents an offset, 0, 1, . . . , II − 1, in the steady-state loop execution. Each column represents one of the N instructions from the loop. Thus summing the elements of row τ yields the number of instructions from the loop which begin at offset τ . The row with the largest sum gives the number of instruction issue units needed (and with a straightforward extension, the number of each type of function unit as well.) If a given architecture has R issue units, then the sum in all rows must be less than R. Formally, this gives the constraint
With this we have sufficient linear constraints to guarantee that instruction dependences are obeyed and that function unit usage does not exceed availability-assuming that none of the function units have any structural hazards:
If desired, some weighted sum of function unit usage could be minimized. Alternatively, the objective function could be to minimize register usage [4, 7, 22] while obeying function unit constraints.
ILP Formulation for Function Units with Structural Hazards
To determine resource requirements when function units have structural hazards, we need to know not just when each instruction is initiated, but also at what time steps each stage is required. In our motivating example, stage 3 of the FP unit was required for two time steps. Though this is not directly reflected in the matrix, it is possible to derive it from the matrix. For this purpose, we define the usage matrix using the matrix and the reservation table [19] of the function unit.
As illustrated in Section 3.1, the reservation table of a function unit with s stages and latency d has s rows and d columns. We change our nomenclature slightly here so that the reservation table marks times at which a stage is used with a 1 instead of an X. All other entries in the reservation table are 0.
For simplicity's sake we assume that a function unit of a particular type r has a single reservation table describing its use of various stages. This assumption is only to simplify discussion and is not a limitation of the formulation, as will be discussed in Section 4.4. As described in Section 3.1, the maximum number of time steps over any stage of a pipeline is used (not necessarily continuously) is d max . Clearly, for fixed function unit assignment, II ≥ d max . Further we assume that no stage in a pipeline is used by an instruction at two time steps separated by multiples of II. This requirement prevents instances of the same instruction from different iterations using the same resource. Previous articles made a similar assumption known as the modulo scheduling constraint [7, 16, 25] . In Section 4.4 we discuss how to relax this modulo scheduling constraint and the associated cost.
From the reservation table and the initiation interval II, we obtain a modified reservation table. The process for this is straightforward:
• For each function unit whose execution time d = II, the modified reservation table is the same as the reservation table.
• For each function unit whose execution time d < II, (II − d) zero columns are added to the reservation table.
• For each function unit whose execution time d > II, entries from the reservation table are placed in the modified reservation table at their offset modulo II.
The modulo scheduling constraint guarantees that multiple uses of a stage are not mapped onto a single time step in the modified reservation table. To illustrate the modified reservation table, consider the FP unit whose reservation table is in Section 3.1, and which has execution time d = 3. 
where (r) represents the set of instructions that execute in function unit type r. Note that the mod operator is used only in setting up the set of equations and need not be dealt with in finding a solution to the equations. Thus the equations specified by (10) are linear.
To understand the resource usage matrix more clearly, let us again consider our motivating example. In Schedule A, the period II = 3. The matrix for this schedule is The resource requirements of a schedule can be calculated by adding the elements of each row of the usage matrix. From the resource usage matrix, it can be seen that the stage s3 of the FP unit is required by two instructions in all time steps. Thus at least two FP units are required to support Schedule A. Thus the resource requirement of a schedule can be formally specified using the matrix as
where R s r [τ ] represents the resource requirement for stage s of function unit type r at time τ in the repetitive pattern. Thus the number of r-type function units required for the schedule is
This can be rewritten as
Thus we have a linear constraint on the number of function units with hazards which are available for software pipelining a loop. As noted in Section 4.1, we can add to this any desired objective function, such as one minimizing registers subject to function unit constraints. Alternatively, we may wish to minimize power consumption by minimizing the number of function units used. We can achieve this goal by minimizing the weighted sum of R r for each function unit type r. If the weight associated with function unit type r is C r . then the objective function is minimize r C r · R r .
As described in the Section 3.1, Eqs. (11) and (12) are insufficient for architectures which require a fixed mapping of instructions to function units that is constant from iteration to iteration. In the following section we remedy this shortcoming.
Coloring Formulation for Fixed Function Unit Assignment
Consider Schedule A that was depicted in Table 1 . The use of stage 3 of the FP unit in the steady-state loop kernel is depicted in Fig. 4a , mapping time steps 15, 16, and 17 to 0, 1, and 2, respectively. Figure 4b shows the overlap of resource usage by instructions i 2 , i 3 , and i 4 . Note that the use of stage 3 of the function unit by i 2 wraps around from time 2 to 0. This is a problem. At time 2, i 2 begins executing on the function unit that was used by i 3 at times 0 and 1. Since each instruction is supposed to use the same function unit on every iteration, this causes a problem at time 0, when i 2 is still executing on the function unit needed by i 3 . The problem is that Eq. (11) notes only the number of function units in use at one time, i.e., the number of solid horizontal lines present at each of the three time steps in Fig. 4b .
This problem bears a striking similarity to the problem of assigning variables with overlapping lifetimes to different registers. In particular, it is a circular-arc coloring problem [15] . We must ensure that the two fragments corresponding to i 2 get the same color, a fact represented by the dotted arc in Fig. 4b . In addition the arcs of i 2 overlap with both i 3 and i 4 , meaning i 2 must have a color different than both. Similarly i 3 and i 4 must have different colors from each other. The trick is how to express the coloring problem in a format compatible with the rest of the ILP formulation. One natural way of representing this coloring is Unfortunately, absolute value is not a linear operation, so this constraint does not fit with the rest of our ILP framework. To overcome this problem, we adopt an approach outlined by Hu [17] . We introduce a set of w x, y integers, 0-1 variables, with one such variable for each pair of nodes using the same type of function unit. Roughly speaking these w x, y variables represent the sign of c x − c y , as discussed in Appendix A. Using them, Eq. (13) can be represented with the equations
where N , the number of nodes in the DDG, is an upper bound on the number of colors.
THEOREM 4.1. Equations (14)-(16) require that two nodes x and y be assigned different colors (mapped to different function units) if and only if they overlap.
For a proof, please see Appendix A. Given this coloring formulation one could minimize the number of required colors (function units). That is min min i∈ (r ) c x for all nodes x using the function unit of type r. This objective function can be represented in a linear form as min Q subject to
However, for our ILP formulation we do not minimize colors directly. Instead we require that there be at most as many function units of each type as colors. Hence,
It can be seen that Eqs. (14)- (17) together model the resource constraints. In the presence of Eqs. (14)- (17), Eq. (12) is redundant and hence can be removed. (Subsequently, in our experiments we reintroduce the resource constraints expressed using the usage matrix (Eqs. (12)) and study their impact on the time for solving the ILP formulation.) The complete ILP formulation for function units with structural hazards is shown in Fig. 5 . 
Remarks
In this section we describe our approach when a reservation table does not obey the modulo scheduling constraint, i.e., when it uses the same stage at two or more times that are equal modulo II. Since d max ≤ II, it is possible to introduce delays in the pipelines [19] such that no stage is used at times that are equal modulo II. (Additionally, the hardware must be designed to allow such delay insertion.) However, delay insertion often increases the latency of a function unit and hence may affect RecMII which in turn affects II. The following approach can be used to choose the right II value.
(1) Start with the smallest II value such that II ≥ MII. (2) By introducing delays, make sure that the modulo scheduling constraint is satisfied by all function unit types r. (3) Once appropriate delays have been introduced in the pipe, recompute RecMII. Note that ResMII will not be affected by the introduction of delays. (4) If the new RecMII value is less than or equal to MII, schedule the loop for the current value of II. Otherwise, increment II by 1 and recompute the delays and repeat Steps 2-4. Following this approach-that of incrementing II by 1 rather than replacing II with RecMIIguarantees that there is no lower value of II for which a schedule exists under the given assumptions. Our experiments have shown that although delays were introduced in the pipeline in 11% of cases, in none did the introduction of delays increase II.
Finally, we describe how our formulation can handle function units with multiple reservation tables, e.g., a floating point unit may support many operations, such as FP-add, FP-multiply, and FP-divide, each having a different resource usage pattern. In this case, the resource usage table RT is associated with the instruction rather than the function unit. That is, for each instruction x, we use the RT s x which is determined from the appropriate reservation table.
FORMULATION 2: SCHEDULING USING FORBIDDEN LATENCIES
The ILP formulation developed in the previous section, like many heuristic software pipelining methods, models individual stages of a function unit as different resources. An elegant and efficient alternative is to make use of forbidden latencies, a concept originally developed to support efficient hardware control of pipelines [19] . The use of forbidden latencies helps in detecting resource conflicts and also allows modeling of each function unit as a single resource instead of a set of stages. In the following subsection we briefly review some definitions from hardware pipeline theory [19] and adapt them for software pipelining. In Section 5.2 we build on these definitions as well as the formulation of the mapping problem in Section 4.3 to develop a second framework for the software pipelining problem.
Forbidden Latency Set for Software Pipelined Schedules
We start with a set of definitions from [19] . We adapt the definition of forbidden latency to account for the fact that instructions in a software pipelined schedule are executed repeatedly. Thus, all latencies are considered with a wrap-around. For example, if t x and t y are, respectively, the time steps at which instructions x and y are initiated, then latency between these two instructions is (t y − t x ) mod II. Further, we can also say that the next initiation of x is separated from the current initiation of y by (t x − t y ) mod II. Note that if f is forbidden, then by the above definition, (II − f ) is also forbidden. As an example, for the modified reservation table shown in Fig. 3a latency 1 and 3 are forbidden whereas latency 2 is permissible. Finally, we use the notation to denote the set of forbidden latencies.
Alternative ILP Formulation
Let x and y be instructions that execute in the same function unit type r. As discussed in Section 4.3 we associate colors c x and c y with instructions that represent the function units on which they execute. If the latency f between the initiation of x and y is forbidden, then x and y must execute in different function units. That is, if t x − t y mod II = f , then c x = c y . The modulo operation is nonlinear and hence is not directly useful for our integer program formulation. Fortunately, the modulo operation can be removed by transforming the t x variables to o x variables as in Eq. (2) 
As before,
where N , the number of nodes in the DDG, is an upper bound on the number of colors. For each pair of instructions that execute in the same function unit type, there is one set of equations (Eqs. (26)- (28)). To enforce the resource constraint, we must ensure c x ≤ R r , ∀ x ∈ (r) and ∀ function unit type r (29) where R r is the number of function units required for the schedule in type r. It can be seen that Eqs. (26)- (29) effectively model the resource constraints. Hence they can replace Eqs. (19)- (21) in the ILP formulation shown in Fig. 5 . The revised ILP formulation is depicted in Fig. 6 .
Remarks
In Section 6 we study how our two ILP formulations perform on a number of benchmark loops. We refer to the formulation in Section 4 as ILP-Res and the one here that uses forbidden latencies as ILP-Forb. The resource constraints expressed by Eq. (12), though considered redundant, can be added to either of these formulations. The resulting formulations are referred to as ILP-Res-Usage and ILP-Forb-Usage. Though this inclusion increases the number of constraints in the ILP formulation, it may help in obtaining the solution for the ILP problem faster. We want to empirically study the effect of the inclusion of this constraints.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section we present results of our experiments involving the different ILP formulations. We considered an architecture with two integer ALUs and one each of load, store, FP add, FP multiply, and FP divide units. To extensively test the formulations, we considered two different configurations. In configuration C1, the pipelines have moderate structural hazards whereas in C2, there is a high degree of structural hazards. The reservation tables of the execution units for the two configurations are shown in Appendix B.
We ran our experiments on a set of 415 single-basic-block inner loops taken from SPEC92 (integer and floating point), linpack, livermore, and the NAS kernels. We started off with DDGs for 1008 inner loops; however, further analysis revealed that out of these 1008 DDGs, only 415 were unique. Hence we concentrated only on the corresponding 415 loops. The DDGs for the loops were obtained by instrumenting a highly optimizing research compiler. Large loops generally contain sufficient parallelism within a single iteration to keep function units busy. Thus, most compilers limit the size of loops which are software pipelined. We followed suit and like [18] used loops with at most 64 instructions.
To solve the ILPs, we used the commercial program, CPLEX. In order to deal with the fact that our ILP approach can take a very long time on some loops, we adopted the following approach. First, we limited CPLEX to 3 min in trying to solve any single ILP; i.e., a maximum of 3 min was allowed to find a schedule at a given II. Second, initiation intervals from [MII, MII + 5] were tried if necessary. Using this approach and these parameters, we were able to obtain optimal solutions in the large majority of cases.
Performance of ILP Formulations
As mentioned in Section 5.3, we considered four different ILP formulations, ILP-Res, ILP-Res-Usage, ILP-Forb, and ILP-Forb-Usage. First we report the performance of the individual formulations. In the subsequent subsection we compare their performance.
First we report in Fig. 7 the quality of the schedules constructed. The quality is reported by the type of ILP formulation as well as by how far its II deviates from MII. For example, in Fig. 7a the ILP-Res method obtains schedules for configuration C1 at MII in 229 of the benchmark loops. In Fig. 8 we report three characteristics of the benchmark loops. These are the geometric mean of (i) the number of nodes in the DDG, (ii) the number of edges in the DDG, and (iii) II.
For configuration C1 with pipelines involving moderate structural hazards, the ILP approach found the optimal schedule at the lower bound, in 229-261 benchmark loops (roughly 55-63%). For configuration C2, the approach was successful in finding the optimal schedule in 45-53%. Due to the 3 min time limit imposed on the CPLEX solver, in the remaining cases our method found a schedule at a II greater than MII. We do not know if there actually was a schedule at MII in these cases; i.e., we do not know if II min = MII-CPLEX's 3 min time limit expired without indicating whether or not a schedule exists at MII.
Next we investigated the degradation in II resulting from the additional structural hazards in the C2 pipelines that are not in the C1 pipelines. As can be seen in Table 3 , the loss of performance is small-approximately 10% for all four scheduling approaches corresponding to an increase of approximately 1 in II. The performance of C2 is all the stronger because the added reuse of pipeline stages should result in the use of substantially less area than is required by C1. Although we compared machines with the same number of function units for both C1 and C2, the smaller size of C2 function units may allow more of them on the chip, with a resultant increase in performance (reduction in II).
We measured the execution time of our scheduling method, henceforth referred to as scheduling time, on a Sun/Sparc20 workstation. A histogram of the scheduling time as well as the geometric mean and median of the scheduling time are tabulated in Table 4 . ILP-Forb and ILP-Forb-Usage generally performed best.
Another important consideration in evaluating these schedules is the number of registers they require. In all four formulations the schedule for more than 80% of the loops used fewer than 32 variable lifetimes, while the schedule for all the loops had fewer than 64 variable lifetimes. These numbers do not include any register sharing; i.e., they ignore the fact that some of the variable lifetimes might be able to share the same physical register. In addition, they lump together both integer and floating point values. As discussed in Section 4.1, we can easily include register requirements in the ILP framework. However, for simplicity of discussion, we chose not to.
Comparison of the Four ILP Formulations
In order to make a fair comparison of the four ILP formulations, in this section, we consider only the benchmark loops for which all four formulations obtained a schedule. There are totally 279 (out of 415) such benchmarks for C1 and 251 for C2. Table 5 tabulates the mean scheduling time for the four ILP formulations for the 279 loops in which all the scheduling methods found schedules (unlike Table 4 which reports times for all loops scheduled by each approach). It reports the arithmetic mean, geometric mean, median, and the geometric mean of normalized scheduling time. (The small difference in geometric mean and median of scheduling time when compared to Table 4 is due to the fact that we consider the 279 benchmarks for which all formulations obtained the schedule [10, 31] .) The geometric mean of normalized scheduling time is computed by normalizing the scheduling time for individual benchmarks (with the scheduling time of the respective benchmarks under ILP-Forb-Usage formulation) and taking a geometric mean of the normalized values.
We observe from Table 5 that ILP-Forb-Usage performs better, in terms of scheduling time, than ILP-Res-Usage and ILP-Res for both configurations C1 and C2. In fact, the geometric mean, median, arithmetic mean, and the normalized scheduling time of ILP-Forb-Usage is better than those of ILP-Res and ILP-Res-Usage. Further, based on the geometric mean of normalized scheduling time, we can say that ILP-Forb-Usage is faster than ILP-Res-Usage by roughly 60% and 40% for configurations C1 and C2. The comparison between ILP-Forb-Usage and ILP-Forb does not lead to any clear conclusion. The scheduling time for ILP-Forb-Usage for configuration C1 is 19% better than that for ILP-Forb. However, in C2, ILP-Forb has 17% lower scheduling time than ILPForb-Usage. This may be due to the fact when the structural hazards in the architecture are higher, as in configuration C2, the introduction of extra constraints increases the scheduling time; however this is quite the opposite for architectures with fewer structural hazards. It should, however, be noted from Fig. 7 and Table 6 , that despite the increase Finally, in our comparison we give less emphasis for arithmetic mean of scheduling time, due to the large variations observed in the exeuction time for various benchmark loops. It is also observed that the standard deviation of scheduling time is very large. Even though ILP-Forb-Usage performed better overall than the other three formulations, it is indeed the case that each formulation obtained the schedule faster (compared to others) for some benchmark loops. In other words, it was not the case that (any) one of the formulations performed uniformly better than all others in all benchmarks. In Tables 6 and 7 we compare the formulations pairwise in terms of initiation interval (II) and the time to construct the schedule. We report the number of benchmark programs where each formulation performed better and the average improvement achieved. For example, in C1, the II achieved by ILP-Res-Usage is better than that obtained by ILP-Res in 29 benchmarks and the average improvement achieved is 0.13 (or 13%). As can be seen from Tables 6 and 7 , ILP-Forb-Usage achieves better II and faster scheduling time for more benchmarks than any other formulation. Further, the average improvement achieved is also larger, in general, compared to other formulations. 
Performance Comparison with Slack Scheduling Method
To answer the question of whether the optimality objective and the long computation time of our methods pay off, we compared our schedules with an implementation of Huff's Slack Scheduling [18] . These results are tabulated in Table 8 . The comparison reveals that in more than 50% of the cases, the ILP schedule is faster than Slack Scheduling. The average improvement achieved by the ILP methods, in terms of II value, is more than 28% for all ILP formulations. Though earlier studies report near optimal performance of heuristic methods for architectures with clean pipelines [18, 24] , we observe a large deviation from near optimal performance when hazards are introduced. Table 8 also reveals that in approximately 5-18% of cases, Slack Scheduling outperformed the ILP approaches. This arises from the time limit imposed on the CPLEX solver, i.e., from increasing II before CPLEX has a chance to finish with the smaller II value. We observe that, consistent with the other results, ILP-Forb-Usage achieves the largest improvement (in more than 174 cases) over Slack Scheduling for Configuration C1.
We note however, that Slack Scheduling produces schedules much faster than our methods, with a scheduling time less than 1 s in a large majority of cases. Slack Scheduling was uniform in this regard-for almost all loops, it obtained a schedule faster than our methods.
In summary, compared to Slack Scheduling, our ILP method yielded considerable improvement: (28%) for more than 50% of the loops examined. Thus it may be reasonable to make our approach available for performance-critical applications via a compiler switch. Further, compiler designers can use our method to obtain optimal schedules for test loops so as to compare and improve existing/newly proposed heuristic methods [30] .
RELATED WORK
Software pipelining has been extensively studied [1, 5-7, 11, 18, 20-22, 26-28, 32, 33, 35, 37] . Rau and Fisher provided a comprehensive survey of these works in [25] . As stated in [25] , software pipelining methods vary in several aspects: (1) whether or not they consider finite resources, (2) whether they model simple or complex resource usage, (3) whether the algorithm is one-pass, iterative, incremental, or enumerative searchbased. In particular, in terms of resource constraints, the work reported in [1, 22, 24, 33] does not consider any resource constraint while the methods reported in [2, 4, 11, 16, 21, 26, [34] [35] [36] deal with function unit constraints but with simple resource usage. Both function unit and register resource constraints are considered in [7, 18] . Software pipelining methods for complex usage patterns with limited function units was dealt with by [5, 20, 23] . The methods proposed in these works that aim to be implementable in a practical compiler all use heuristic approaches.
By contrast, in this paper, we developed two clear mathematical formulations of the software pipelining problem. Even though the use of an integer programming method may be unacceptable as an automatic option in a practical optimizing compiler, it can be used for performance-critical kernel loops. The proposed methods are also useful in the context of a scheduling testbed where our optimal scheduling method can be used to judge how well other existing/newly proposed heuristics perform and hence to improve them [30] . In [12] we compared three heuristic algorithms with an ILP-based scheduling method for clean pipelines. In [8] Feautrier independently gave an ILP formulation similar to our earlier work. In this work we have extended our ILP formulation to pipelines with structural hazards. The proposed formulations are able to schedule and map simultaneously and obtain a fixed function unit assignment where each instruction x is executed on the same function unit FU(x) throughout the loop execution. Our methods are unique in that they combine scheduling and mapping in a unified framework and attempt to achieve an optimal solution. An advantage of our methods is that they can be extended to handle multifunction pipelines as well. They can incorporate (1) minimizing buffers (logical registers) [22] , (2) minimizing the maximum number of live values at any time step in the repetitive pattern, as in the method proposed by Eichenberger et al. [7] , or (3) minimizing the number of registers needed for a loop [4] .
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have proposed two methods to find software pipelined schedules for realistic pipelines with structural hazards. Both methods yield optimal schedules in terms of both initiation interval and one other desired user metric, such as register usage or function unit requirements. Additionally, both of our methods do all of this within a single unified framework. Furthermore, both methods yield schedules which can be used by dynamic out-of-order superscalar machines or by VLIW machines in which each instruction is tied to a particular function unit. The first method we propose models hardware pipeline stages directly, while the other elegantly extends hardware pipeline theory so as to model function units in their entirety.
We have implemented our scheduling methods and run experiments on a set of 415 unique loops taken from SPEC92, the NAS kernels, linpack, and livermore for two different configurations with varying degrees of structural hazards. Extensive experimental results, comparing the performance of four different ILP formulations in terms of II, and scheduling time, for the three configurations have been reported. In 50% of the loops, our approaches were able to find a schedule with a better initiation interval than Slack Scheduling, with a mean improvement of 28%. Since earlier work reported Slack Scheduling and other heuristics had close to optimal performance in terms of II on machines with clean or mostly clean pipelines, this suggests that scheduling for machines with hazards introduces significant new complexity. Furthermore this scheduling complexity pays dividends in significantly reducing the size of function units. This reduced size may allow more function units to be placed on a chip than otherwise, thus boosting performance. Even if no additional function units are added, we have found performance to be within 10% of pipelines with significantly fewer hazards.
While the automatic use of integer programming methods in practical optimizing compilers may not be acceptable, the proposed formulations are still interesting and useful. They can be used to evaluate heuristic methods and to derive optimal schedules for performance-critical applications where the user is willing to pay a high compilation cost for savings in runtime. They can also be used in hardware synthesis, where high one time overhead of finding an optimal schedule is acceptable.
APPENDIX A: PROOF OF COLORING THEOREM
In this appendix we show that our coloring formulation is correct; that is we prove the Theorem 4.1. Proof. This lemma follows from Eq. (39).
Now to prove the theorem, we break the problem into two parts: (1) when two nodes x and y are assigned the same colors c x = c y and (2) when two nodes x and y are assigned different colors, c x = c y . First, the same color case.
Same color: There are 3 subcases.
1. Nodes x and y overlap at some time t. This being the case, u t, x and u t, y are both 1 reducing Eqs. (37) and (38) to
Noting that c x − c y = 0, rearranging terms yields
Recall that w x , y is an integer 0-1 variable. However, if w x, y = 0, then Eq. (42) 
The usual rearrangement of terms yields
Again, both Eqs. (50) and (51) can be satisfied by choosing either w x, y = 0 or w x, y = 1.
It remains to show that Eqs. (37) and (38) In other words the left-hand side is never greater than or equal to the right-hand side as required by Eq. (38). Equation (37) is likewise never satisfied when (c x − c y ) is negative and w x, y = 0 (as illustrated in the second to last three rows of column IV in the table).
Conversely in columns I and II of the table, both Eqs. (37) and (38) 
Equation (52) Stage 3 x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x 
APPENDIX B: RESERVATION TABLES USED IN EXPERIMENTS
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